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Theology of Psalms - Systematic and aesthetic reflections 

 

In Luther’s reflections on psalms we find exegesis, dogmatic and poetological reflec-

tions combined. Psalms can be considered as discourse as well as performance. So 

I would like to draw some systematic-theological perspectives on both, from a con-

temporary point of view. 

(I) First of all I would like to introduce Günter Bader’s concept of a theology of the 

psaltery; in two steps he has presented this advanced project of such a theology of 

psaltery with respect to medieval and Lutheran concepts: "Psalterium affectuum pa-

laestra“ (1996) may be interpreted as a theory of emotions, "Psalterspiel“ (2009) as a 

theory of meaning based on iconicity, music and poetics. These works are similar in 

referring to the book of psalms, as the source of naming God and any problems de-

rived from this process of naming. As aesthetics has to do with the proper represen-

tation, we can distinguish between vocal utterances or singing and the literacy of 

claming God, meaning God or addressing God. In every mode of articulation, the un-

adequacy of naming occurs. So the book of psalms itself and the readers and singers 

of the psalms work out a training of coming in the right mood of self-understanding. 

Therefore Bader writes about the psaltery, in the three dimensions of production, lit-

eracy and reception as a gymnasion for affects.1 The modes of sung psalms correlate 

	
1 Günter Bader, Psalterium affectuum palaestra, (Tübingen 1996), p. 71 f., 75, 86.	
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to the human attitudes towards experiences and everyday life.2 Baders reflections on 

psaltery as music and speech3 include a theory of decadence: Whereas the biblical 

book evoced expressivity, in reading and singing, there is a sharp diagnosis about the 

dysfunctions of performing and articulation, not only in contemporary life but starting 

from late medieval times: „Nicht ohne ein Gefühl der Betretenheit müssen wir 

zugeben: Nicht ist der Psalter alles, er war einmal alles. […] Jetzt dagegen ist der 

Psalter verstummt. Oder er ist bei denen hängen geblieben, die ihn als wöchentliches 

Pensum auf sich genommen haben.“4 Actually, I won’t be able to resume all aspects 

of two books, but concentrate just on a few: 

From the first "Psalterium affectuum palaestra" I derive Bader’s interpretation of Lu-

ther’s prefaces to the German psalter and the final conclusion: the name of God as 

sound and meaning.5 From the second "Psalterspiel" I display the interdependence 

of language and music, and the voice of psalms and psaltery.  

(II) Finally, I should present some ideas of tone, voice and form as correlation of liturgy 

and everyday life. 

 

I Theology of psalms   

 

(a) Falling silent 

When we look back to the Reformation era, we consider the development of printing 

technique as increasing the availability of psaltery. However, in musicological, liturgi-

cal and theological sense there has to be added a diagnosis: the falling silent of it. In 

	
2 Bader, Psalterium, p. 216-218.	
3 Günter Bader, Psalterspiel. Skizze einer Theologie des Psalters, (Tübingen 2009), p. 272-
294.	
4 Bader, Psalterspiel, p. 43. 	
5 dt.: Klang und Bedeutung.	
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details: The singing of gregorian chant has become something mircalous, but is hardly 

understood in the sense, as mentioned above, as an mode of articulating affects. In 

most protestant liturgies psalms are read instead of sung. The psaltery is no longer 

estimated as a storage of experience and naming of God. Instead of the sung poetry 

of psalms, the prose of the world remains.6 If someone notices this loss of sound, he 

may display an attitude of self-tranquilizing and acceptance: That's how things are 

changing. Alternatively, she could become angry because of the loss of sound, pro-

testing against the degeneration of music and performance.7 Whereas printing en-

forces the convenience of reading silently instead of aloud,8 the effect of translation 

from Hebrew to native languages is, that the loss of original performances, recitation 

and chant, cannot find its adequate compensation, neither in new recitation nor in 

new chant, but it increasingly disappears into silent reading from printed books. So 

the ability to read, and to read silently, is taken for paradox. The more alphabetization, 

the less impression.   

  

(b) Praising 

The multitude of affects (and their order and disorder) is transferred by Johannes Ger-

son into an instruction of playing the psalterium.9 The relation between emotions and 

psalm tunes however has been reflected before and set into different models of wind 

direction, psalm tune and emotion. Related to these concepts, Luther’s preface to the 

psaltery reflects on the forms of praise contained within it. First of all, the psaltery is 

	
6 Bader, Psalterium, p. 158.	
7 Bader, Psalterium, p. 158.	
8 Bader, Psalterium, p. 161.	
9 Bader, Psalterium, p. 193.	
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presented as a storehouse of sentiments, the moral relevance is that it evokes reac-

tions of the person, as derived from the metaphor of the heart as a ship on a turbulent 

sea: 

"Denn ein menschlich Hertz ist wie ein Schiff auff eim wilden Meer / welchs die Sturm-

winde von den vier örtern der Welt treiben. Hie stösset her / furcht vnd sorge fur zu-

künftigem Vnfal. Dort feret gremen her vnd traurigkeit / von gegenwertigem Vbel. Hie 

webt hoffnung vnd vermessenheit /von zukünfftigem Glück. Dort bleset her sicherheit 

vnd freude in gegenwertigen Gütern. SOlche Sturmwinde aber leren mit ernst reden 

vnd das hertz öffenen / vnd den grund eraus schütten. Denn wer in furcht vnd not 

steckt / redet viel anders von vnfal / denn der in freuden schwebt. Vnd er in freuden 

schwebt / redet vnd singet viel anders von freuden / denn der in furcht steckt. Es gehet 

nicht von hertzen / wenn ein Trawriger lachen /oder ein Frölicher weinen sol / das ist / 

Seines hertzen grund stehet nicht offen / vnd ist nicht er aus.“10 

 

The didactics of tempest is to elate the religious person to express himself in any kind 

of emotion. As far as the praising is concerned, we distinguish four aspects:11 the psal-

tery has by itself the named divine effects. God is to be praised as the initiator of the 

psaltery12, praising is to be announced as enduring illocutionary act and regulatory 

form of psalms. Most evidently, praising is the attitude towards the psaltery, as it is 

being performed by the congregation or the choir.  

In addition to the extremes of silence and praising, counterintuitively the psaltery does 

not only activate hearing and singing, but even smelling, tasting and feeling.13 Making 

	
10 Martin Luther, DB 10/I: Die Bibel 1545. Luthers Vorrede auf den Psalter,  (Weimar 1972), p. 
101/103. 	
11 Bader, Psalterium, p. 164.	
12 not: the author!	
13 Bader, Psalterium, p. 169 
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sense out of - has a multiperspective meaning. Religion is holistic and specifically ex-

pressed and evoked by psalms as they provide various reflections on human experi-

ence.14 

The music, and in fact the psalm modes alterate the singers’ and hearers’ affects from 

one to another.15 Music therefore is not a decoration of contents or words, but the me-

dium of both with its own logic. Apart from this we learn, that there is neither in under-

standing and performing psalms, or in any kind of understanding and performing, an 

affectless attitude to which we could either perceive or refer.  

Following this argument, there is always an emotional attitude to what is expressed in 

religious experiences, and articulating these experiences by singing psalms, is a way 

of reframing an attitude and self-understanding. 

 

(c) the name of god 

The psaltery is precious as a storage what to mean by the name of God. As the psalms 

are present in tone and understanding we have to deal with both.  As sound and 

meaning make use of the naming of God16, they both become parts of a dynamic 

equilibrium: the more precise the meaning is, the more is the sound deminished .17 As 

the calling quality of music might be assumed to be a deixis, music seems to refer to 

something, so we have to consider its resemblance to language.18  Nevertheless 

Adorno pointed out that there is merely a metaphorical use of resemblance, for „Music 

	
 Luther, DB 10/I, p.105. 
14 Bader, Psalterium, p. 181-182.	
15 Bader, Psalterium, p. 186, 251.	
16 Bader, Psalterium, p. 233.	
17 Bader, Psalterium, p. 236.	
18 Bader, Psalterium, p. 237.	
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is a language of a completely different language.”19 In this elliptic way of expressing 

this resemblance, the alterity of meaning and sound within these circumstances is the 

unavoidable circumstance of how the name of God may occur at all. Also, training 

with psalms means that there is no difference between the relevance of exercise be-

side the process of exercising.20 Abrupt expression may also be found there as pausa, 

silence in motion.21 The tone and the modes suggest systematic discipline, and even 

order in quietness, both of which are in contrast to the affecting presence of life’s 

mutation and variations.22 Again the contact with the psalm has a symbolic meaning. 

How to say something relevant about God, in various everyday situations, resembles 

the articulations, silences in liturgy where psalms and psalmistic ways of evoking the 

name of God occur. 

 

(d) voice 

The form of articulation in psalms is voice, and paradoxically instrument, if we con-

sider melismatic performances, like the jubilus.23 In the case that the language of mu-

sic is music on its own, not explicating thoughts or expressing affects, we   come to 

the conclusion of a relational network of voices: 

Within the psalms we can distinguish between four relations - 

the own voice combined or confronted with an alien voice; the expression of the own 

voice as an alien voice; the experience of the alien voice as alien; the voices of god - 

	
19 Theodor W. Adorno, Fragment über Musik und Sprache, GS 16. Frankfurt/ Main 2. Aufl. 
1990, 251-256. [Translation BHP] 
 Bader, Psalterium, p. 239. 
20 Bader, Psalterium, p. 253.	
21 Bader, Psalterium, p. 253.	
22 Bader, Psalterium, p. 245.	
23 Günter Bader, Psalterspiel. Skizze einer Theologie des Psalters, (Tübingen 2009), p. 311.	
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the Trinity.24 

With a view on Luther’s preface we infer an interpretation of psalms, comprising 

falling silent, 

praising 

name of god, 

voice. 

These four dimensions have in itselves social consequences, and not restricted to the 

category of „voice“. Saying and singing religion both refer to a common ground of 

practising religion together. Moreover, the practises do belong to situations of copres-

ence, with arguments about religion, expressing religion. The absent speakers, re-

placed by personal pronomina, in the psaltery allow the stability of externalized belief, 

by religion media. The copresence of voices in liturgy distributes, what is said about 

God, into a cluster of attitudes. 

 

II Aesthetics of misbehaviour 

 

Whereas Bader has far developed the embarrassments of articulating something con-

cerning God, I shall proceed to some aspects of theological meanings in liturgy. For a 

long time and tradition of organ performances we are used to sounds by technique, 

and as we appreciate style and character, we imagine an artistic person’s attitude to 

performing whatever instrument or even dance, video or installations. In consequence 

	
24 Bader, Psalterspiel, p. 374-390.	
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the problems of authenticity are not restricted to media trends.25 Also, the voice, act-

ing and participating in liturgy, has been replaced, was cut, altered for a long time as 

well, e.g. the paradox effects of Vox humana in the organ, of electronic music such as 

Gesang der Jünglinge im Feuerofen by Stockhausen. The established liturgical func-

tion of psalms as Introitus initiates a catalogue of emotions, of attitudes towards reli-

gion, proper and alien, and the curiosity of liturgy: after praying the psalms the prayer 

hardly would arrive at the doxology, if he truly has attention on what he is singing and 

saying.  And it has been not an effective solution to outsource this phenomenon to 

the expert choir, for it returns by perceiving in concert as well as in liturgy. In a strategy 

of deescalation, a desire for dilettantism may arise.26 However, the anthropological 

meaning of liturgy fortunately remains: The opposition and resistance of the body 

against the rules of articulation, a resemblance that liturgy deals with in many of the 

occurrences in human life, which, hopefully, can be solved, but cannot be offset.27 For 

this reason, participants of liturgy should be enabled by musical and theological train-

ing, with discussions and exercises in performance, to share their views and attitudes 

in order to contribute to liturgy.  

 

 

 

 

	
25 Fernand Hörner, Je suis authentique. Die Rolle der Stimme für die Behauptung von Au-
thentizität, in Die Stimme im HipHop. Untersuchungen eines intermedialen Phänomens, 
Fernand Hörner and Oliver Kautny (eds.), (Bielefeld 2009), p. 89-120.	
26 Peter Röbke, „Körper, Leib, rauhe Klänge. Gibt es eine musikalische Art brut?“ in Musik 
und Körper: Interdisziplinäre Dialoge zum körperlichen Erleben und Verstehen von Musik, 
Lars Oberhaus and Christoph Stange (eds.), (Bielefeld 2016), p. 296-297.	
27 The text is dedicated to Henning Steinhardt. For their help with corrections I am grateful 
to Jason Breed and Jonathan Kirschke-Biller.	
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